"Envirothon China is pleased to announce that after our regional contest a team from the High School Affiliated to Shanxi Normal University has been selected to represent the China region in the 2016 Envirothon North America Final Competition. “

Testimonial _ Wan Limin

As a participant in 2016 North America Envirothon, I think it is my honor to have a chance to talk about my own experience. Actually, this is my first time to get in touch with environmental science. I have learn a lot from this competition. The part during the competition that my team sent to me is wildlife and soil, something I learned from these two parts are really impressive. For instance, I have learned how to distinguish Lynx and bobcat from their different size of ears and different length and color of tails. Besides, I also understand how to measure different PH value of different soils. These things are things that I have never gotten in touch with. Except for handwriting part, our team has used a new ways in our presentation. I still remember one judge had told us that she had never saw this way of presentation over twenty years. We did not get high grades finally, but I think that we should be proud of ourselves for our hardworking as a second language user. If I have a chance, I will take this competition again. Not only for learning, but also for challenging myself.

~ Wan Limin

In the spirit of "no boundaries in education", Reachable Education is bridging international secondary school contests and activities with Chinese students. To help students better leverage the resources and achieve more competitive performance, we are also responsible for the local training and regional selection for these platforms.

http://www.reachable-edu.com/